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Abstract—MMCs are normally designed to operate in the
linear region of the PWM. This limits the peak-to-peak phase
voltage in the AC port to be lower than the DC port voltage. It
is possible to increase the AC voltage beyond this limit by the
use of overmodulation strategies. However, this is at the price of
an increase in the harmonic content (THD) of the voltages and
currents, and consequently, of a decrease of the power quality.
While this type of operation is not desired in normal conditions,
there are exceptional circumstances in which the MMC could be
forced to operate in this mode. These would include transient
anomalies, e.g. a temporary decrease of the DC port voltage or a
temporary increase of the AC port voltage, or quasi-permanent
conditions, e.g. the failure (and subsequent disconnection) of one
or more cells in one or more arms of the MMC. Under this
circumstances, the voltage margin between the DC and the AC
port voltages required for the normal operation of the MMC
might be lost. Consequently, the MMC should operate in the
overmodulation region, or turned-off otherwise.

This paper addresses the use of overmodulation techniques in
MMC under voltage constraints. Under these circumstances, the
MMC control should guarantee stable operation, (i.e. a controlled
power transfer between the DC and AC ports with the cell
voltages maintained at their target values) and minimize the
distortion of the currents, and consequently the adverse effect
on the power quality.

Index Terms—Modular Multilevel Converter, MMC, overmod-
ulation, power quality, zero sequence voltage

I. INTRODUCTION

Multilevel converters are a suitable option to cope with the
new functionalities imposed by the power system operator,
like power flow control, high power quality and reduction
of transmission losses [1]. Among these, Modular Multilevel
Converter (MMC) appears as a promising topology and it is
a hot research topic nowadays.

MMC was first introduced one decade ago [2]-[4]. It realizes
a bidirectional DC/AC power conversion, sharing the advan-
tages of other multilevel converters: reduced size of filters due
to better output voltage wave shape; lower switching losses due
to the reduced switching frequency; capability of withstanding
large terminal voltages using relatively low voltage power de-
vices. Additionally, it provides attractive features compared to
other multilevel topologies, such as modularity (identical cells
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are piled-up to increase the voltage), and consequently easy
scalability; distributed energy storage, therefore eliminating
the need of a bulk DC capacitor [2]-[5].

MMCs are normally designed to operate in their AC side
in the linear region of the PWM. This limits the peak-to-peak
voltage in the AC port to be lower than the DC port voltage. It
is possible to increase the AC fundamental component of the
voltage beyond this limit by using overmodulation strategies.
However, this is at the price of an increase in the harmonic
content (THD) of the voltages, and consequently in the cur-
rents and power. While this type of operation is not desired
in normal operation, there are exceptional cases in which the
MMC could be forced to operate in this mode. These would
include transient conditions, e.g. temporary decrease of the DC
port voltage below its rated value and temporary increase of
the AC port voltage above its rated value, or quasi-permanent
conditions, e.g. failure (and subsequent disconnection) of one
or more cells in one or more arms of the MMC. Under these
circumstances, the voltage margin between the DC and the
AC port voltages required for the normal operation of the
MMC might be lost. Consequently, the MMC will be forced
to operate in the overmodulation region to maintain its power
transfer capability, or be turned-off otherwise.

This paper addresses the use of zero sequence voltage
components and overmodulation techniques in MMCs in the
event of a mismatch between the DC and AC ports voltages,
with the purpose of guaranteeing stable operation of the power
converter, maintaining the power transfer capability between
the DC and AC ports and minimizing the distortion of the
currents and powers.

This paper is organized as follows. Basic concepts and
power balance of the MMC are presented in Section II. Section
III analyzes the voltage limits and overmodulation strategies
for MMCs. Section IV discuss MMC operation under voltage
constraints, while simulation results are presented in Section
V. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. MMC MODEL AND POWER BALANCE

The analysis and methods proposed in this paper are
specially well suited for three-phase MMCs (see Fig. 1).
Furthermore, some of the overmodulation strategies that will
be discussed are an extension of already existing methods
for other types of three-phase power converters. It is useful
therefore to use complex vector cells to represent the AC
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of 3-phase grid connected MMC.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the MMC using complex vector notation.

variables of the MMC. These include AC port voltages and
currents, as well as the AC component of the top and bottom
arms voltages and currents.

The AC voltage and current vectors of the MMC are defined
by (1) and (2) respectively, the same transformation can be
applied to the AC component of the arms currents and voltages
(3)-(6). By doing this, the three-phase MMC in Fig. 1 results
in the equivalent MMC using complex-vector cells in Fig. 2.

vac =
2

3

(
vu + vve

j2π/3 + vwe
j4π/3

)
(1)

iac =
2

3

(
iu + ive

j2π/3 + iwe
j4π/3

)
(2)

vT =
vdc
2
− vac −

vL
2

(3)

vB =
vdc
2

+ vac −
vL
2

(4)

iT = idc +
iac
2

(5)

Fig. 3. DC (left) and AC (right) subcircuits of the MMC.

iB = idc −
iac
2

(6)

It is useful for analysis purposes to separate the MMC in
Fig. 2 into its DC and AC subcircuits, as shown in Fig. 3.
The voltage drop in the arm inductors has been neglected for
simplicity. It is observed that the cells are series connected in
the DC subcircuit (Fig. 3-left), the overall DC voltage of the
cells corresponding to the DC voltage of the MMC (7).

vdcnT = vdcnB =
vdc
2N

; n = 1 : N (7)

On the contrary, for the AC voltage subcircuit (Fig. 3-
right), top and bottom arms are connected in parallel, the
corresponding AC cell voltages being (8) and (9) respectively.

vacnT =
−vac
N

(8)

vacnB =
vac
N

(9)

The AC current equally splits between the two arms. The
resulting top and bottom arm currents are (5) and (6), while
the circulating current is defined as (10). For the sake of
simplicity, it is assumed that the circulating current does not
contain harmonics [8][10], being therefore equal to the DC
current.

ic =
iT + iB

2
= idc (10)

The limited energy storage capability of the MMC imposes
that the power in the DC port has to be equal to the active
power in the AC port (11) (losses neglected), with “∗” standing
for the complex conjugate. To achieve this, the DC current is
controlled to adjust the power between DC and AC ports. The
DC power in the cells (12) has to be therefore equal to the
AC power (13) on average.

Pdc = vdc · idc = Pac = Re (vac · iac∗) (11)

PdcnT = PdcnB =
vdc
2N

idc (12)
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PacnT = PacnB = Re

(
vacT
N

iac
∗

2

)
= Re

(
vacB
N

−iac∗

2

)
(13)

In addition, cell capacitor voltages must be kept at their
target value. This is done by balancing methods, e.g. sorting
algorithms [8][9] or individual balancing [7].

III. VOLTAGE LIMITS AND OVERMODULATION
STRATEGIES FOR MMCS

A. MMC Voltage limits

A key figure in the design and operation of MMCs is the
relationship between the DC and the AC voltages. Fig. 4
shows the MMC AC side voltage limits using complex vector
notation in the d− q plane.

A MMC with four cells per arm (N = 4) is considered. It is
noted that this does not imply any lost of generality. Vertexes
correspond to the voltage vectors that can be physically
produced by the MMC, outer hexagon corresponding to the
maximum voltage. As for other types of three-phase power
converters, the maximum AC voltage that can be achieved
will depend on whether zero sequence voltage components are
used or not. The outer circle represents the voltage limit when
a zero sequence voltage (triplen harmonics) [6] is added to the
phase voltages. This corresponds to the physical voltage limit
of the MMC in linear operation. The inner circle represents
the voltage limit when triplen harmonics are not used. The use
of triplen harmonics is seen to increase the voltage limit by an
amount of ≈ 15%. However, this is at the price of injecting
a zero sequence voltage between the DC port and the neutral
voltage of the AC port. The peak value of the phase voltage
in the AC side of the MMC is equal to the magnitude of the
AC voltage complex vector (1), being limited to vdc/

√
3 when

triplen harmonics are added.

Fig. 4. Voltage limits and overmodulation strategies for a grid-connected
MMC with 4 cells per arm. Outer circle: voltage limit in linear operation
(requires the injection of zero sequence components to the individual phase
voltage commands). Inner circle: voltage limit in linear operation without zero
sequence voltage injection.

One difference between conventional three-phase converters
and the MMC regarding the use of zero sequence voltage
components, is that while in the first case the zero sequence
voltage is obtained from a set of three phase voltages [6], for
the MMC case six voltage references exist, i.e. top and bottom
voltages (14)-(15) for phases u, v and w.

v∗xT = vdcT − v∗acxT −
v∗Lx
2

x = u, v, w (14)

v∗xB = vdcB + v∗acxB −
v∗Lx
2

x = u, v, w (15)

DC port voltage vs. AC port voltage is a key design aspect
of the MMC. It is therefore useful for analysis and comparison
purposes to define the ratio between the AC and DC voltages.
This ratio indicates how much of the available DC bus voltage
is actually used to produce the AC voltage. For a given vdc
and vac, this ratio is (16) if triplen harmonics are added to the
phase voltages, and increases to (17) (i.e. less margin between
vdc and vac) if triplen harmonics are not used.

Rthi(pu) =

√
3 · |vac|
vdc

(16)

Rno thi(pu) =
2 · |vac|
vdc

(17)

Fig. 5 shows the reported ratio Rthi (in %) vs. MMC
power for already installed MMCs (or under development).
It is interesting to note the dispersion of the data shown
in this figure. Values of Rthi significantly lower than 100%
means that the MMC has a large safety margin between
its DC and AC ports voltages, and that therefore can likely
operate within its voltage limits even in the event of anomalies,
e.g. DC voltage lower than expected, or AC voltages larger
than expected. Also this opens the opportunity to implement
redundancy-based fault tolerant designs. I.e. it is possible to
disconnect or by-pass faulty cells, without compromising the
operation of the MMC. However, small values of R also
implies a misuse of the power devices, and of the cells in
general. On the contrary, for values of R closer to 100, a better
use of the cells and power devices is made, but at the price of
an increased risk of forcing the MMC to operate without the
required safety voltage margin. Finally, values of R > 100 will

Fig. 5. AC-to-DC voltage ratio R vs. power of already installed (or under
development) MMC.
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impede the normal operation of the MMC. Depending on the
severity of this anomaly and its duration, these effects can be
manageable by the MMC control algorithms, or can produce
an inadmissible degradation of the voltages (and currents) or
even unstable operation, and consequently the disconnection
of the MMC.

B. Overmodulation strategies

It is possible to increase the fundamental AC voltage
supplied by the MMC with respect to the voltage limit in linear
operation (outer circle in Fig. 4) by operating the MMC in the
overmodulation region. This occurs whenever the commanded
voltage vector is beyond the limit of vdc/

√
3. Two different

cases can be distinguished:
• If the AC voltage command v∗ac is outside the circle limit

but within the hexagon limits, then the voltage command
(on average) can be feasible.

• If the AC voltage command is outside the hexagon, then
then the voltage command is not feasible.

An example of the second case is the voltage command v∗ac
in Fig.4. Since this voltage command is permanently beyond
the limits of the hexagon, it cannot be physically produced by
the MMC. When this occurs, different strategies can be used
to obtain a feasible voltage vector [6]:

• Minimum phase error: With this strategy, the magnitude
is reduced to match the hexagon limits, the phase angle
of the resulting voltage vector remaining unchanged. This
corresponds to vS2ac in Fig. 4.

• Minimum error: The vector command is projected on the
hexagon, the resulting feasible voltage vector being vS1ac .
It is noted that both magnitude and phase of the resulting
voltage vector are modified with respect to the voltage
vector command. This corresponds to vS1ac in Fig. 4.

Minimum phase error and Minimum error strategies allow
to increase the fundamental component of the AC voltage
compared to linear operation. However, this is at the price
on an increase in the harmonic content of the AC voltage, and
consequently of the currents and power. The physical limit for
the fundamental component of the AC voltage would occur
when the MMC operates in a six-step. The ratio Rthi can be
increased with respect to the case of linear operation by an
amount of ≈ 10% in this case. It is noted however that the
six-step limit is unlikely to be used in practice, due both to
power quality degradation as well as to MMC controllability
issues.

C. Overmodulation methods with sine-triangle modulators

Space vector modulation representation has been used in the
preceding discussion on overmodulation methods. However,
sinte-triangle modulators are often used in MMCs. The dc-bus
utilization by sine-triangle modulators can be increased to that
of SVM through the use of zero sequence voltage components
[6]. Centering the phase voltages with respect to the triangular
carrier limits extends the maximum voltage in linear operation
by ≈ 15%. After injecting the homopolar component, the
modulator will come into overmodulation when two phase

Fig. 6. a) zero sequence voltage injection. Unlimited voltage vector; b)
Minimum error (vS1

ac in Fig. 4); c) Minimum phase error (vS2
ac in Fig. 4).

voltages touch the triangular carrier limits. This corresponds to
touching the hexagon limit in Fig. 4, it is schematically shown
in Fig.6. If after injecting the homopolar component two phase
voltages go outside the triangular carrier bounds (vxu and vxv
in Fig. 6-a), they will be physically limited (vxu and vxv in Fig.
6-b and Fig. 6-c). If the third phase voltage remains unchanged
(vxw in Fig. 6-b), the resultant voltage vector will correspond
to the minimum error SVM voltage vector. If it is reduced
proportionally to the other two components reduction (vxv
in Fig.6-c), the minimum phase error SVM voltage vector is
obtained.

IV. OPERATION OF MMC UNDER VOLTAGE CONSTRAINTS

MMCs are designed to operate in the linear region. How-
ever, under exceptional circumstances, they can be forced to
operate with voltage restrictions, i.e. without enough voltage
in the DC link to provide the desired AC voltage. Three types
of events that result in values of a voltage margin Rthi > 1
are considered:

• Decrease of the MMC DC voltage and/or increase of the
MMC AC voltage (e.g. due to an increase of the grid
voltage in grid connected MMCs) with respect to their
rated values. Since the duration of such anomalies in
the DC and/or AC voltages is in principle undefined, the
MMC might need to withstand these operating conditions
during relatively large periods of time.

• Sudden changes in the AC power, either due to changes in
the power commands, or to disturbances in the AC side of
the MMC. If this occurs, transients in the MMC voltage
commands can produce a temporary lack of voltage.
This situation should fade away after a relatively short
time, but still will produce a transient disturbance in the
operation of the MMC.

• Cell failure. One of the appealing properties of the MMC
is its fault-tolerance capability. This can be achieved
using redundant cells. If a cell fails in one arm, the
remaining cells should be able to produce the commanded
AC and DC port voltages and maintain the normal
operation of the MMC. Ideally, the damaged cell would
be replaced immediately and without discontinuing the
operation. However, this might not be always the case
in real practice. Failure of a cell in an MMC without
spare cells, can force the MMC to operate with voltage
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Fig. 7. Reduction of the AC port voltage limit vs. number of cells per arm
(N ) in the event of one (M = 1) faulty cell.

constraints, or otherwise to discontinue its operation. In
this case, the duration of the anomalies is in principle un-
defined, meaning that the MMC might need to withstand
this operating conditions during a relatively large period
of time.

The response of the MMC to these events will depend
on the overmodulation strategy being used, as well as on
the capability of the control loops to operate under voltage
restrictions. Further discussion on this can be found in the
next section.

An special case occurs when a cell failure forces the MMC
to operate in overmodulation. The maximum AC port voltage
that the MMC can supply as a function of the number of cells
per arm N and the number of faulty cells M is given by (18),
the voltage decrease in the AC port with respect to the case
of no faulty cells being (19).

vac =

(
1

2
− M

N

)
vdc

2√
3

(18)

vac
vac rated

=

(
1− 2M

N

)
(19)

Fig.7 shows the variation of the AC port voltage limit as
a function of the number of cells per arm for M = 1 (one
faulty cell). AC port voltage will reduce proportionally to the
number of faulty cells. It should be also remarked that when
half the cells in one arm fail (i.e M=N/2), there is no capability
to produce AC voltage, since all the voltage is utilized in
compensating the DC port voltage vdc.

Two different strategies can be used when damaged cells
limit the voltage capability of one phase:

• Operate the MMC asymmetrically, i.e. with different
number of cells in the arms/legs.

• Maintain the symmetry among arms and legs, i.e. limit
the AC voltage in the other two phases by disabling M
cells.

The resulting voltage limits are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8-left,
shows the case when the MMC is operated with a different
number of cells in each leg. Fig. 8-right shows the case
when the same number of cells is disabled in all the phases.
Comparing Fig. 8-left and Fig. 8-right, it is clear that the MMC
can provide a significantly larger AC voltage in the first case,

Fig. 8. Overmodulation limits in the case of a faulty cell. Left- Asymmetric
legs: Nu = 3, Nv = Nw = 4 in the top and bottom arms of one leg
respectively. Right- Symmetric arms and legs: Nu = Nv = Nw = 3.

compared to the second case. However, this will produce an
asymmetric behavior of the MMC, the harmonic content of
the three phases being different. Simulation results showing
this behavior are presented in the next section.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results using the proposed concepts are pre-
sented in this section. The simulation setup consists of a grid
connected MMC with four cells per arm (N = 4). Active and
reactive powers for the AC side are commanded to the control.
The same power profile will be used for all the simulations.
Active power command increases linearly from 0 to 200kW
between t = 0 and t = 1.1s. Homopolar harmonic injection
is used.

Fig. 9 shows the AC active power, the fundamental com-
ponent of AC voltage and the THD of the AC voltage vector,
with the converter operating in normal conditions.

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the MMC response when it is
forced to operate into overmodulation, using Minimum error
and Minimum phase error methods respectively. It is noted
from the figure that the lack of voltage reduces the power
transfer capability (Pac is slightly smaller than 200 kW in
steady state). However, operation of the MMC is perfectly
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stable. It is interesting to note that Minimum error method
(Fig. 10) produces a lower distortion (smaller THD) and can
transfer more power, compared to Minimum phase error (Fig.
11). It is also observed from the figures that the oscillation
of the capacitor voltages slightly increases, but remains under
control. The most relevant harmonic components of the AC
voltage are at -250Hz and 350Hz, they are also shown in the
figure.

It is concluded that both Minimum error both Minimum
phase error saturation methods provide stable operation under
voltage constraints. The oscillation of the cells capacitors
voltage is maintained within reasonable limits, and without
compromising the stability of the MMC.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results showing the effects of a faulty cell using Minimum
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Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the results when one cell in one
arm fails. This forces the MMC to go into overmodulation. For
the asymmetric case, the other two phases are not modified.
This corresponds to the case shown in Fig. 8-left. For the
symmetric case, one cell is removed from all the arms. This
corresponds to the case shown in Fig. 8-right. As already
mentioned, the asymmetric operation allows to obtain a higher
output voltage (and consequently to transfer more power), and
does not mean larger harmonics in the output voltage, since
there is lack of voltage just in some sectors of the hexagon.
It is important to note that by using the asymmetric case
option, more power can be transferred and lower distortion
is produced, compared to the symmetric case. Consequently,
it is proved to be the best option. Similarly to the previous
case, the oscillation of the cells capacitors voltage increase
but within reasonable limits, and without compromising the
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stability of the MMC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzes the operation of the MMC under
voltage constraints. This mode of operation can occur due to
different reasons, including a decreased DC port voltage, an
increased AC port voltage, or the failure of cells in one or more
arms. To overcome this situation, it is possible to implement
overmodulation techniques. By doing this, the MMC will be
able to remain operative, but at the price of a decrease in the
power quality.

Simulation results evaluating different overmodulation
methods as well as strategies when failure of one cell occurs,
have been provided. The combined use of Minimum error
overmodulation with a realizable references strategy in the
AC current regulator have been shown to guaranteeing stable
operation of the MMC, providing good results.
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